
Set Up

1 x defender passes ball out to 2 x attackers then defends the
large goal. 2 x attackers attempt to combine score. 1 x defender
attempts to defend outnumbered if win possession can counter
attack over the line for 1 point. Rotate players so that all players
are defenders attackers.

Key Coaching Points

In order to prevent attackers playing forward, defenders
need to get goal side as early as possible with their body in
between the ball, the man, and the goal to prevent direct
penetration.

As a recovering defender, players should look to delay the
opposition by jockeying the attacker and not over-commit
when tackling to wait for support from other defenders.

By applying pressure to the opposition, players should look
to push the attackers away from goal by offering the player
outside of the pitch rather than the inside towards goal.

Practice Animation

Defending Out Of Balance Warm Up
Written by Lee Smith

20 mins 12 players 2 balls 12 bibs 24 cones 50x30 area

Stop opposition playing forwards

Use body position to delay

Show attackers away from goal



Set Up

3 x attackers play against 2 x defenders attempt to score. If 3 x
attackers score, 1 of the attackers leaves the pitch they become 2
x defenders whilst 3 x new attackers play against them from the
opposition team.

Key Coaching Points

To delay the play, players should look to drop off and gain a
compact and balanced shape before engaging.

When the attack has the ball, the defender should look to
restrict passing options by attempting to isolate the player in
wide areas.

Defenders should recognise opportunities to apply pressure
and compete for the ball if the attacker makes a mistake.

Practice Animation

Make it more challenging:

1. Increase size of playing area.

2. Increase the number of attackers.

3. Challenge players individually

Defending Out Of Balance
Written by Lee Smith

20 mins 12 players 10 balls 8 bibs 10 cones 40x30 area

Drop off

Isolate the player

Press & squeeze the ball



Set Up

Play 6vs.4 game with the following scenario;

Scenario
Blues are winning 1-0 have had a player sent off. How will you
defend against the attacking teams overload?

Key Coaching Points

To delay the play, players should look to drop off and gain a
compact and balanced shape before engaging.

When the attack has the ball, the defender should look to
restrict passing options by attempting to isolate the player in
wide areas.

Defenders should recognise opportunities to apply pressure
and compete for the ball if the attacker makes a mistake.

Practice Animation

Make it more challenging:

1. Increase size of playing area.

2. Increase the number of attackers.

3. Challenge players individually

Defending Out Of Balance Scenario Game
Written by Lee Smith

20 mins 12 players 1 ball 50x30 area

Drop off

Isolate the player

Press & squeeze the ball


